ON-TRIP

ASSURANCE

TO U R I N G S A F E T Y P R OTO C O L S
A SAFE & WARM WELCOME:
We will enact new tour check-in procedures and pre-trip health screenings to offer guests a
safe start to their journey, including adherence to social distancing requirements.

BLENDING CULTURAL PROXIMITY WITH SOCIAL DISTANCE:
We will ensure safe distances for our guests throughout the journey, on coach and during
excursions. This includes providing masks for our guests use at any time where social
proximity could be an issue as well as the possibility of reducing group sizes, if required.
And wireless listening technology—including our Go Beyond Devices in Europe—enables
safe distances between our guests and other travelers on excursions.

FOCUS ON GUEST AND TEAM MEMBER HEALTH:
To ensure a healthy environment for our team and our guests, we will conduct regular
temperature checks for both guests and our team, and when necessary, masks will be worn
by our team when with guests.

TOUCHING HEARTS, NOT HANDS:
Traveling with the Globus family of brands removes many of the “touch points” of travel,
including luggage handling, check in/out, expedited entry into attractions and more. We are
further reducing risk with hands-free services, including all self-services replaced by staff,
including buffet meals replaced with table service. We will also ensure hand sanitizing is
available throughout each trip, on coach and in hotels.

COMMITMENT TO CLEAN:
As a part of our commitment to clean, we are requiring enhanced cleaning procedures with

our hotel partners, on our motorcoaches, vehicles and throughout every trip, including
additional daily disinfecting procedures that go above-and-beyond our already strict health
and safety procedures.

PARTNERS IN DISCOVERY AND IN HEALTH:
The Globus family of brands has strict health and safety protocols, which have been in place
for years, focused on ensuring all aspects of our operation—from vehicles and equipment
used on trip to excursions and hotel procedures. This process will continue with new,
elevated health and safety checks, to maintain our promise that each touch-point of our
tours and cruises are considered in our commitment to guest and team member well-being.
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